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In this paper, we will describe a new factorization algorithm based on the continuous repre-
sentation of Gauss sums, generalizable to orders j > 2. Such an algorithm allows, for the first
time, to find all the factors of a number N in a single run without precalculating the ratio
N/l, where l are all the possible trial factors. Continuous truncated exponential sums turn
out to be a powerful tool for distinguishing factors from non factors (we also suggest, with
regard to this topic, to read an interesting paper of S. Wo¨lk et al. published in this issue(1))
and factorizing different numbers at the same time. We will also describe two possible M -path
optical interferometers, which can be used to experimentally realize this algorithm: a liquid
crystal grating and a generalized symmetric Michelson interferometer.
Keywords: factorization, optical interference, Gauss sums, exponential sums, continuous
generalization, Michelson interferometer, liquid crystals
1. Introduction
The factorization of large numbers is one of the problems for which classical com-
puters need an exponential number of resources. Quantum computers, instead,
need a polynomial number of resources. In fact, in 1994, Shor showed a quan-
tum algorithm, which is able, in principle, to factorize a number N , using a num-
ber of resources and a number of runs polynomial in logN , exploiting quantum
entanglement(2). Unfortunately, 15 is the largest factorized number, so far, using
Shor’s algorithm. For this reason, a great research interest has been directed to-
wards the implementation of classical analogue computers able to factorize larger
numbers, even if they need an exponential number of resources.
1.1. Proposals of factorization with classical interference
An interesting classical scheme was proposed, in 1996, by Clauser and Dowling(3).
The setup is given by a Young’s N -slit interferometer with period a, where N is the
number to factorize. The intensity peaks, of the diffraction pattern, at distance R
from the N -slit arrangement, have same amplitude only if the quantity n = λ R(a2)
is a factor of N , where λ is the wavelength of the incident radiation. The drawback
of this scheme is that the number of interfering paths must equal the number N
to factorize. Consequently, the number of resources associated with the slits in
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the interferometer increase substantially as N increases and the setup needs to be
modified depending on the number N to factorize. Moreover, it is necessary to run
the procedure for each trial factor.
Later Summhammer proposed(4) a different interferometry scheme for the real-
ization of truncated Fourier-like sums with a truncation parameter given by the
particular trial factor l. Unfortunately Summhammer’s approach also presents sev-
eral drawbacks. First, the ratio between N and any trial factor l is calculated before
the experiment is actually performed, in order to fix the phases of the phase shifters
in the Mach Zehender interferometers. Second, Summhammer’s sums are obtained
by summing the intensities of the outcoming light from different interferometers.
This unfortunately means that there are less interfering terms and consequently
more relative background noise, with respect to the output intensity pattern of a
single l-path interferometer, which is instead able to reproduce all the interfering
terms in the modulo square of a Fourier sum with the same number l of terms.
Third, in Sumhammer’s approach, in order to check different trial factors at the
same time, it is necessary to combine a number of Mach-Zehender interferometers
and a number of detectors equal to the number of trial factors to check.
1.2. Factorization with Gauss sums
A more recent approach to factorization proposed by W. Schleich exploits the
periodic properties of truncated exponential sums (5–9) of order j:
A(M,j)N (`) =
1
M
M∑
m=1
exp
[
2pii (m− 1)jN
`
]
, (1)
where M is the number of phase terms in the sum (M is called the truncation
parameter), N is the number to be factored, and j and l are positive integers, with
j > 1 and 1 ≤ ` ≤ √N . For j = 2, the truncated exponential sum reduces to a
truncated Gauss sum (7). If ` is a factor of N , all the terms interfere constructively
and the modulo squared of the truncated exponential sum assumes its maximum
value, i.e. 1. On the other hand, if ` is not a factor of N , the modulo squared
of the truncated exponential sum assumes a value less than one, because of the
destructive interference caused by the rapid oscillation of the phase terms of order
j in Eq. (1). It turns out that only a relatively few number of terms, compared to
N , is necessary in order to discriminate factors from non factors (9). Consequently,
Schleich’s approach substantially reduces the number of necessary interfering terms
in the factorization procedure with respect to the schemes proposed by Clauser and
Dowling and Summhammer.
The main goal of the Gauss sums approach is the implementation of an analogue
computer, instead of a digital computer, able to factorize numbers, through the
implementation of exponential sums.
1.2.1. Drawbacks in the past realizations of the Gauss sums procedure
Gauss sums have been reproduced experimentally (10–14, 16, 17), demonstrating
that the Gauss sum factorization procedure proposed by Schleich is feasible.
In all these realizations, Gauss sums are realized by storing, in a suitable physical
system, electromagnetic quadratic phases proportional to the global ratio N/l.
Consequently, as pointed out by Jones(15), in order to determine such phases and
actually perform the experiment, is necessary to evaluate the ratio N/l before the
experiment is run. Another important drawback is the fact that it is necessary to
run the experiment for each trial factor and to change the experimental setup for
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each number we want to factorize.
2. Goals in a realistic factorization approach
We have described all drawbacks present in the past proposed schemes for factor-
ization. Our goal consists of achieving a realistic factorization procedure, which
fulfills, at the same time, three important goals: a) no calculation of the ratio be-
tween N and l before the experiment is run; b) determination of the factors in only
a single run of the experiment; c) use of the same experimental setup for factorizing
different numbers.
3. Realistic factorization with exponential sums of a definite number N
We will now point out how it is possible to achieve the first two goals, stated
before, for a realistic factorization of a definite number N with the exponential
sums procedure. First of all, we need to introduce a suitable physical system,
which exploits interference in order to reproduce truncated exponential sums. The
first goal can be achieved if such a system can provide two independent physical
parameters pN and pl, proportional to N and l, respectively, which can be varied
independently in the experiment, preventing us from knowing in advance their
ratio. In particular, the following correspondences need to be satisfied:
pN ≡ NuN , (2)
pl ≡ lul, (3)
where uN and ul are the unit of measurement associated to the two physical ob-
servables pN and pl, respectively. The modulo squared of the truncated exponential
sum in Eq. 1 is given, apart from a constant, by the intensity pattern, as a func-
tion of the two parameters pN and pl, associated to the interference process in the
physical system:
|A(M,j)pN (pl)|2 = |
1
M
M∑
m=1
exp
[
2pii
pN,m
pl
]
|2, (4)
where we have defined a global parameter
pN,m
.
=
ul
uN
pmpN , (5)
which include the exponential phase terms pm ≡ (m − 1)j , for each m = 1, ...,M .
The constant term uluN , in Eq. 5, makes sure that the phase terms in Eq. 4 are
dimensionless. From Eq. 4, it is clear that the two parameters pN,m ∝ N and pl ∝ l
represent the two independent input conditions of a general experimental setup
for factorization and only, through the actual result of the experiment, i.e. the
reproduced exponential sum, we can infer about their ratio. On the other hand, in
order to reproduce the exponential sums for each possible trial factor in a single
run, the experimental result needs to contain information about not only one, but
all the values of the parameter pl ∝ l, associated with all the possible trial factors.
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Figure 1. Continuous representation of a truncated exponential sum A(M,j)pN (pl), with M = 3, N = 111547
for the two different orders j = 2, 3, as functions of the parameter pl ≡ lul, expressed in units of ul. We can
see that the two factors l = 331, 337, represented by stars, give complete constructive interference, despite
the other trial factors, represented by triangles, which present partially destructive interference. All the
other absolute maxima (represented by points) do not corresponding to integer factors for N = 111547,
but, in general, they are associated to the factors of different numbers N ′ = αN , if we use the apposite
correspondent units ul
α
for the parameter pl. We can also note, as expected, that the peaks associated to
the absolute maxima, in the case j = 3, are sharper than the respective peaks, in the case j = 2. On the
other hand, increasing the order j, increase the value of the maxima of second order in the interference
pattern.
4. Continuous representation of exponential sums for factorizing different
numbers
The truncated exponential sum, in Eq. (1), can be straightforwardly extended to
a continuous representation, in which the variable l is a positive real number.
This corresponds to considering a physical system, which is able to reproduce
an interference pattern, given by the modulo squared of a truncated exponential
sum, as a continuous function of values of the physical parameter pl in Eq. (3),
associated to a defined physical observable. This would allow us to get information
about all the trial factors in a single measurement of the entire interference pattern,
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differently from the discrete approach in which independent measurements, for each
trial factor, are necessary.
Fig.1 represents a continuous truncated exponential sum, with M = 3, N =
111547, for two different orders j = 2, 3. We can see that the two factors l = 331, 337
(represented by stars) give complete constructive interference. On the other hand,
for the other trial factors (represented by triangles), there is partially destructive
interference. Moreover, there are absolute maxima (represented by points) which
do not correspond to integer trial factors. In the next sections we will show how
such maxima together with the whole continuous spectrum associated to these
generalized exponential sums, will turn out to be a powerful tool for distinguishing
factors from non factors and factorizing different numbers at the same time. On
the other hand, Wo¨lk et al. have showed, in this issue, that the peaks of truncated
Gauss sums at rational arguments give information about the factors, even if they
do not correspond to integer trial factors (1).
4.1. Distinction between factors and “ghost” factors
In the usual discrete representation of truncated exponential sums, in Eq. 1, an
important role is given by the so called “ghost” factors, non factors which corre-
spond to values of the modulo squared of the exponential sums larger than the
threshold value of 1√
2
(8, 9). In fact, in such an approach, in order to check that a
ghost factor is not actually a factor, we must experimentally resolve the difference
between the corresponding value of the modulo squared of the Gauss sum and the
unitary value associated with the factors, for each independent measurement asso-
ciated with each trial factor. Consequently a ghost factor may not, in general, be
distinguished from a real factor, if we take into account the variation of the values
of the truncated exponential sum due to the experimental error. In fact, such error,
associated with the source, the instability of the physical system, and the detection,
affects independently each experimental measurement, obtained for each trial fac-
tor. For this reason, in the discrete approach, it is necessary to suppress the ghost
factors, increasing the number of interfering terms in the sum. The threshold under
which it is necessary to suppress the ghost factors and consequently the number
M of interfering paths increases with the experimental inefficiency1. A continuous
representation of exponential sums, instead, allows us to check that ghost factors
are effectively not factors, exploiting the whole continuous interference pattern. In
such a pattern, it is easy to recognize that there is not total constructive interfer-
ence associated with a ghost factor. In fact, the effective first order local maxima
(total constructive interference) correspond to a non integer multiple of the unit
u (not a trial factor), in the neighborhood of the ghost factor we are considering.
Such a local interference behavior is not affected by the experimental error, men-
tioned previously. Such error, in fact, affects only the signal to noise ratio and the
width of the interference peaks of the entire interference pattern. It does not affect
the rational values of l corresponding to the effective local first order maxima and
the symmetric behavior of the corresponding peaks, since the whole continuous
pattern, different from the discrete approach, is obtained in a single interference
measurement.2. Consequently, in the continuous approach, it is not necessary to
1In particular, in the Ref. (9), it is shown that at least M ∼ 2j√N terms in the sum are necessary in
order to suppress all the ghost factors under the threshold value of 1√
2
; however, in general, the necessary
threshold can be larger than 1√
2
.
2A detailed analysis of the experimental error associated to the reproduction of continuous exponential
sums goes beyond the purpose of this paper and it will be described in a further publication.
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experimentally resolve the values associated to the ghost factors respect to the uni-
tary value corresponding to a factor. In fact, it is possible to distinguish between
a ghost factor and the value associated with the effective local maxima, exploit-
ing the symmetry of each peak in the continuous interference pattern and using
a suitable resolution in the parameter pl. In the discrete approach, instead, no
matter how good the resolution in the parameter pl, we have no clue if there is an
effective maxima (not corresponding to a trial factor) in the neighborhood of the
ghost factor. This is the reason, in the discrete representation, any independent
indetermination associated with each single measurement of the Gauss sum, for
each trial factor, compromises the distinction between factors and ghost factors.
In conclusion, the continuous interference pattern, differently from the discrete ap-
proach, allows us to check that ghost factors do not correspond to maxima, even if
the corresponding value of the modulo squared of the Gauss sum is close to unity.
Consequently, suppression of ghost factors is not required, allowing a reduction of
the number of interfering terms necessary to distinguish factors from non factors,
compared to the discrete approach. This implies a considerable reduction in the
number of experimental resources, especially for factorizing larger numbers. In fact,
the distinction between factors and ghost factors, depends only on the resolution
in the parameter pl, and the necessary resolution does not depend on the number
of interfering paths.
In Fig.1, for example, looking at the continuous interference spectrum, we can
recognize, for both the case j = 2, 3, that l = 330, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336 are not
factors (i.e. they do not correspond to absolute maxima), even if the sum assumes a
value pretty close to unity. In particular, in their neighborhood, it is always possible
to identify non integer values corresponding to the effective absolute maxima. We
have showed, in Ref. (18), that such a continuous interference pattern is indeed
preserved in the actual experimental realization.
We will now compare the interference pattern of the truncated continuous expo-
nential sums of two different orders j = 2, 3, in Fig. 1. It turns out, as expected,
that, as the order j of the exponential sum increases, the peaks associated with the
absolute maxima becomes sharper. Consequently it is easier to check the relative
difference between the value associated to the eventual ”ghost” factors and the cor-
respondent absolute maxima in their neighborhood. On the other hand, increasing
the order j, increase the value of the second order maxima in the interference pat-
tern. In order to suppress such maxima it is necessary to increase the number of
terms M in the sum.
4.2. Factorizing different numbers in a single run
Now we want to show that the continuous truncated exponential sum in Eq. (4),
as a function of the continuous parameter pl, obtained in a single run of a definite
experimental procedure, can be used to factorize not only N , but a generic number
N ′ = αN , with α an apposite positive real number. In order to achieve this goal,
we can apply the rescaling procedure introduced by Merkel et al. (5), by simply
rescaling the physical parameter pl, defined in Eq. 3, to the value pl ≡ lulα .
The trial factors correspond now to the discrete subset of values of pl, with step
ul
α , where α defines the number N
′ we want to factorize. Obviously, for α = 1,
N ′ coincides with N . Such a rescaling procedure allows us to exploit the same
experimental result, without running the experiment again. For example, we can
exploit the continuous truncated sums for N = 111547, in Fig. 1, for factorizing
a different number N ′ = 113230. It turns out that the two factors l = 335, 338
correspond, respectively, to the two values pl ≡ 330.021ul, 332.976ul. In general, it
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is important to point out that all the absolute maxima of the continuous truncated
exponential sum A(M,j)pN (pl), in Eq. 4, correspond to factors of definite numbers
N ′ = αN different from N , if we use the apposite correspondent units ulα for the
parameter pl.
5. Implementation using an optical interferometer with variable optical
paths
A good physical system, for the implementation of the algorithm described so far,
is given by a generic M -path optical interferometer (see Fig. 2), with input signal
given by an incoming polychromatic plane wave of intensity |Ein(λ)|2, for each
Fourier mode λ(18). The output signal is given by the coherent superposition of
all the electromagnetic modes associated with the M different optical paths and
all the Fourier modes λ associated with the source. Using a spectrometer, we can
measure the output electromagnetic intensity as a function of the wavelength λ:
|Eout(λ)|2 =
M+1∑
m=1
exp
[
2pii
opm
λ
]
, (6)
where opm is the m
th optical path in the interferometer. The expression in Eq.
(6) corresponds to the modulo squared of the exponential sum in Eq. 4, where the
physical parameters, in Eqs (3) and (5), are given by:
pl ≡ λ ≡ lul, (7)
pN,m ≡ opm ≡ (m− 1)jNuN , (8)
respectively, where we have taken into account that uN ≡ ul. In this way, it is
possible to find the factors, corresponding to the wavelengths which give maxima
in the intensity spectrum, in a single run of the algorithm/experiment. In fact,
it is important to point out that the measurement of the interference pattern is
a single run interference measurement, obtained for example by a CCD camera;
it is not a spectrum measurement obtained by scanning each single wavelength.
Obviously, depending on the bandwidth of the optical devices, we need to mea-
sure the interference pattern for a certain number of different wavelength ranges.
This simply means that the factoring analogue computer needs to include different
optical interferometers, with associated optical devices suitable for each different
wavelength range.
It is possible to apply the rescaling procedure described in the last section to this
physical system. This means that the same output diffraction pattern obtained for
factorizing a number N can be used to infer the factors of different numbers N ′,
simply by rescaling the wavelengths.
5.1. Two possible interferometers
We have seen in the last section that, in order to reproduce exponential sums with
an M -path optical interferometer, the two conditions, in Eqs. 7 and 8, need to
be satisfied. The first condition is achieved by exploiting the entire spectrum of
the polychromatic incoming plane wave, which allows the reproduction of all the
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op 1
op 2
op M
Polychromatic
plane wave
Spectrometer
op 3
Figure 2. Theoretical model of a generic M -path optical interferometer, where opm ≡ mjNu is the
length of the mth optical path with m = 1, 2, ...,M . The optical paths are represented by arrows, which
length increases quadratically respect to m, but the scheme is generalizable to orders j > 2. The incoming
electromagnetic field is given by a polychromatic plane wave and the spectrum of the outgoing field, given
by the interference of all the M optical paths, is measured by a spectrometer(18).
m  = 1
m  = 2
m  = M
Polychromatic
plane wave
Liquid crystal grating
Lens
Spectrometer
Figure 3. Liquid crystal interferometer: a polychromatic plane wave, in the ordinary mode, interacts first
with a liquid crystal grating, with M regions and respective slits, and at the end with a lens. A spectrometer
measures the intensity of the light as a function of the wavelength in the focal plane of the lens(18).
possible trial factors at the same time. On the other hand, the second condition
is strictly related to the actual realization of the M -path optical interferometer.
In order to satisfy such a condition we need to be able to manipulate either the
indexes of refraction nm or the lengths dm, associated with the M optical paths
opm
.
= nmdm, with m = 1, ...,M . The first approach can be implemented by using
a liquid crystal grating. In the second approach, instead, we introduce a generalized
symmetric Michelson interferometer.
5.1.1. Liquid crystal grating
Let us analyze the first approach. First, we will describe an interesting property
which makes liquid crystals able to reproduce truncated exponential sums. When
we apply a variable voltage V to a liquid crystal cell interacting with an incoming
plane wave, we can observe a well defined dependence of the birefringence of the
liquid crystal on the applied voltage(19). Such a definite behavior turns out to be
a good tool in order to reproduce the terms (m− 1)j , with m = 1, 2, ...,M , in Eq.
(8).
The M terms in the truncated exponential sum correspond, respectively, to M
different regions in a liquid crystal cell with the same thickness dm ≡ d.
The basic experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. An incoming polychromatic
plane wave, in the ordinary mode, interacts with a liquid crystal grating with M
slits. Such a grating consists of M liquid crystal regions, with M different variable
applied voltages Vm, where m = 1, 2, ...,M , and a slit at the end of each region.
So, when the incoming polychromatic plane wave interacts with the liquid crystal
grating, it gives rise to M different electromagnetic phase terms, which can be
manipulated in an appropriate way, by varying the applied voltages Vm until the
condition in Eq. (8) is satisfied. Such terms superpose coherently in the focal point
of a lens, reproducing a continuous truncated exponential sum.
Of course, in the experimental realization of such an approach, we need to take
into account the dispersion associated with the broadband spectrum of the source.
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BS 3
M 1
M 2
M 3
M 4
Spectrometer
BS 2
op 3
op 4
op 1
op 2
BS 1
Source
Figure 4. Generalized symmetric M -path Michelson interferometer for the realization of exponential sum
with truncation parameter M = 4(18). The usual two-paths Michelson interferometer is generalized to an
M -path interferometer, using M − 1 beam splitters. The M = 4 interfering optical paths, indicated with
dashed, dashed-dotted, continuous, and dotted lines can be varied by moving longitudinally the mirrors
M1, M2, M3 and M4, respectively, in order to satisfy the condition (8).
Such problem can be overcome by performing several measurements in different
ranges of the spectrum of the light source such that the relative dispersion in each
range is negligible.
It is also important to point out that the larger the maximum achievable optical
path, the larger is also the maximum achievable truncation parameter M in Eq.
(4). Unfortunately, in the liquid crystal approach, the maximum range of variation
of the optical paths is limited by the thickness d of the liquid crystal cells and by
the birefringence, calculated when no voltage is applied. Consequently, both these
parameters determine the maximum number of terms in the truncated exponential
sum and the maximum range of possible numbers N we can factorize.
5.1.2. Generalized symmetric Michelson interferometer
We have seen one possible way of varying the optical paths, in an M -path inter-
ferometer, in order to obtain phase terms of order j. We will now describe how to
achieve the same result by varying, in free space, the path lengths dm in Eq. (8).
In this case, we do not encounter any problem associated with dispersion.
This approach can be implemented exploiting the multi-path interference in a
generalized symmetric Michelson interferometer in free space. The usual two-path
Michelson interferometer is generalized, in a symmetric way, to an M -path interfer-
ometer, using M −1 beam splitters. In Fig. (4) we have represented, for simplicity,
the case M = 4 (obviously such an approach can be extended to a generic M). In
this case, the four interfering optical paths can be varied arbitrarily by translating
the mirrors M1, M2, M3 and M4, respectively. Our factorization algorithm can be
easily implemented using such an interferometer, giving all the factors of any num-
ber N in a single run. Moreover, because the lengths of the interfering paths can
be in principle as large as we want, there is no limit to the maximum achievable
truncation parameter M and order j of the exponential sum we want to reproduce.
This is another aspect in favor of this approach, rather than the one based on a
liquid crystal grating.
6. Conclusions
We have described a generic factorization algorithm based on the continuous rep-
resentation of Gauss sums, generalizable to orders j > 2. Such an algorithm allows
us, for the first time, to find all the factors of a number N in a single run without
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precalculating the ratio N/l. Moreover we have shown that, using a rescaling pro-
cedure, it is possible to factorize different numbers N ′ analyzing the same output
interference pattern.
The continuous generalization of the Gauss sums approach allows us to verify
that a ghost factor does not correspond to total constructive interference in the
continuous interference pattern. In fact, it is possible to identify the effective po-
sition of the interference maximum, by looking at the local neighborhood of the
considered ghost factor. This allows us to substantially reduce the number of inter-
fering paths with respect to the the discrete approach, with a consequent reduction
in the number of experimental resources, especially for factorizing larger numbers.
It is also possible to use this algorithm for the realization of truncated exponential
sums with a number of terms M ′ < M , randomly chosen among the total M terms
in Eq. 1(16, 17), in order to further reduce the number of resources.
We have also introduced two possible M -path optical interferometers, which can
be used to experimentally realize this algorithm: a liquid crystal grating and a
generalized symmetric Michelson interferometer. An experimental proof of prin-
ciple of this algorithm has indeed been realized using an M = 3-path Michelson
interferometer(18).
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